


 
This is a lie. In my May 25, 2012 Motion To Disqualify Thomas Nugent, I provided the direct evidence 

that he had me incarcerated on March 9, 2012 for refusing to sign the fraudulent “RETRACTION BY 

SHARON KRAMER, submitted by Keith Scheuer to Judge Nugent on February 10, 2012 and that on April 

5, 2012 Judge Nugent falsified my Sheriff Department record to falsely state he had me incarcerated for 

violating the CIVIL CONTEMPT OF COURT ORDER of January 19, 2012, even attaching it as false 

exhibit to the Minute Order he sent to them.  I cited Government Codes 6200(a)(c) & 6203(a), criminal 

falsification of documents by an officer of the court. I cited CCP 664 and 664.5(b) because Judge Nugent 

KNOWS he does not have jurisdiction.  He KNOWS the judgment document submitted to him by 

SCHEUER as the sole foundation for this case is fraudulent.  He KNOWS his unlawful actions are being 

used for the continuance of the defrauding the public by KELMAN et al., over the mold issue.  (Attached 

hereto are relevant pages of my May 25, 2012 MOTION TO DISQUALIFY THOMAS NUGENT showing 

this Order is a fraud.)  
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES  
I. 

Background  
A. Summary of recent events requiring the disqualification of INSTANT JUDGE. 

          1. On March 9, 2012, INSTANT JUDGE stated to Petitioner, Sharon “Kramer” that a litigant in entirely 

unrelated matters8 9, who Kramer did not know, Richard “Shapiro” was “disturbed”. He said, “NO MATTER 

WHAT, YOU DON'T WANT TO SPEND A LOT OF TIME WITH MR. SHAPIRO. HE’S DISTURBED...”;  

          2.  INSTANT JUDGE then disturbingly proceed to sentence Kramer to jail for refusing to be 

coerced into criminal perjury and sign a fraudulent document that was submitted to INSTANT JUDGE on 

February 10, 2012 by Respondent Bruce “KELMAN”s counsel, Keith “SCHEUER”10.11   

          3. INSTANT JUDGE, KELMAN & SCHEUER were trying to coerce Kramer into apologizing for being 

framed for libel with actual malice in KELMAN & GLOBALTOX v. KRAMER12, enjoined by INSTANT JUDGE 

from writing of it in KELMAN v. KRAMER13, and its continued adverse impact on Kramer and the public.  

                                                 

8 RICHARD SHAPIRO V. CITY OF CARLSBAD Case No. 37-2010-00060267-CU-CR-NC  T. P. Nugent 
9 RICHARD SHAPIRO v. JUDY SHAPIRO Case No. 37-2009-00056400-CU-MC-NC Hon. Thomas P. Nugent 
10 February 10, 2012 SCHEUER’s Fraudulent Proposed Apology http://freepdfhosting.com/42577068fb.pdf 
11 March 9, 2012 Transcript from KELMAN v. KRAMER  http://freepdfhosting.com/402c0b63b8.pdf 
12
 May 2005 to present BRUCE KELMAN & GLOBALTOX, INC., v. SHARON KRAMER No.GIN044539, Five 

superior & six appellate court jurists presiding. See court fraud: http://freepdfhosting.com/99805ff490.pdf 
13
 November 2010 to present KELMAN v. KRAMER in violation of CCP 664 & CCP664.5(b). It’s sole foundation 

documents are the 2008 fraudulent judgment document from KELMAN & GLOBALTOX v. KRAMER that was antedated 
twice; does not reflect that KRAMER prevailed over GLOBALTOX in trial; was not properly noticed under CCP664.5(b); is 
inconsistent with the December 2008 Abstract of Judgment & January 2009 Lien that awards costing incurred by trial 
losing party, GLOBALTOX to KELMAN with interest accruing from three weeks before KELMAN’s cost were submitted by 
the same attorney who submitted fraudulent judgment document to INSTANT JUDGE, SCHEUER; was unlawfully 
accepted in 2009 by the Presiding Justice of the Fourth District Division One “Appellate Court” to give her jurisdiction for 
her peers to conceal what she unlawfully had done in the anti-SLAPP Opinion of November 2006 to make the false finding 
of libel with actual malice - knowing she was aiding science fraud to continue in policy. September 2010 Opinion was 
falsified to state a judgment that was never entered to conceal they knew they had no jurisdiction and that there was an 
undisclosed party to the litigation all along, Bryan HARDIN. CCMS & December 2010 Remittitur were then falsified & 
altered by their clerk to conceal what the justices had done, again knowing they were aiding toxic tort fraud, nationwide. 
The lower court amended the judgment 10.28.11. It is still not accurate. INSTANT JUDGE knows he does not have 
subject matter jurisdiction because he knows the foundational documents upon which the entire case is founded are 
fraudulent under CCP 664, 664.5(b) & GC 6200(a)(c) and 6203(a) and B&P 6068. His CCMS/ROA was falsified on 
October 21, 2011 in GC 6200(c) violation to state a tentative ruling that was never written regarding his lack of jurisdiction, 
had been published. INSTANT JUDGE has never been able to state how he has jurisdiction. On April 12, 2012 he 
answered “I understand” ”I understand” when Kramer stated he does not. He then proceeded the very next day to 
set a June 2012 trial date & new contempt hearing with the direct evidence of his unlawful incarceration & falsification of 
public record in Kramer’s legal filing being submitted by SCHEUER as exhibit of Kramer’s alleged contempt of court. On 
April 24, 2012, INSTANT JUDGE refused to answer Kramer’s direct “yes” or “no” question if he has jurisdiction.  
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          4 While unlawfully incarcerated from March 12 to March 14, 2012, for refusing to be coerced to 

sign a document on March 9, 2012 stating “I do not believe Dr. Kelman committed perjury.” and thus 

unlawfully strip searched; Kramer became ill from being in a communal setting and made to clean the 

bathrooms used by approximately eighty from a segment of the population known to be at high risk for bacterial, 

fungal and viral diseases. I.e. tweekers, prostitutes and heroine addicts. She also acquired painful shingles, an 

illness commonly known to be caused by stress.  

          5. On April 27, 2012 she requested that INSTANT JUDGE provide her with payment for medical care14, 

as she is now indigent from the courts trying to destroy her to conceal they have been aiding fraud in insurer 

claims handling practices & toxic torts, nationwide, by what they have been doing to her for seven years of 

framing her for libel over the first public writing of how it became a fraudulent concept in US public health policy 

and workers comp policy that it was scientifically proven moldy buildings do not harm – for the purpose of 

misleading US courts to limit financial liability of building stakeholders. KELMAN, SCHEUER and the courts 

have done everything possible to try to silence, discredit and destroy Kramer for speaking the truth. 

          6. Kramer received no reply or help from INSTANT JUDGE or the Superior Court Clerk, but did receive a 

taunting email from SCHEUER on May 9, 2012.15 She is still physically ill, experiencing fear and anguish of 

what INSTANT JUDGE will do to her next to demean her, and trying to self-treat from lack of funds. 

          7.  On April 5, 2012, while ordering the removal of the libelous misdemeanor that was placed on Kramer’s 

Sheriff Department record on March 12, 2012 while she was unlawfully incarcerated by INSTANT JUDGE (and 

after Kramer made four of five exparte motions, he do so16 - with a libelous misdemeanor and civil contempt still 

on her record); INSTANT JUDGE falsified Kramer’s Sheriff Department record again17 to state he had 

lawfully incarcerated her for civil contempt of court under CCP1218(a). He attached and sent to the 

Sheriff Department, the January 19, 2012 REVISED CIVIL CONTEMPT OF COURT AND JUDGMENT as 

false exhibit that Kramer was incarcerated for violating this order – concealing that INSTANT JUDGE 

had unlawfully incarcerated Kramer for refusing to be coerced to sign the fraudulent proposed apology 

for being framed for libel with actual malice that was submitted to INSTANT JUDGE by SCHEUER on 

February 10, 2012.  

                                                 

14 April 27 Request for Medical Care http://freepdfhosting.com/976a7ad8c6.pdf 
15 May 9, 2012 SCHEUER taunting email http://freepdfhosting.com/3d9ee29180.pdf 
16 April 5, 2012 Four Exparte Request, Demand To Remove Libel http://freepdfhosting.com/d9a210111d.pdf 
17 April 5, 2012  Minute Order directing the removal of misdemeanor restating libelous Civil Contempt 
under CCP1218(a), attaching January 19, 2012 Contempt Order http://freepdfhosting.com/3f9fe215eb.pdf 
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          8. In oral argument, April 12, 2012, INSTANT JUDGE refused to remove the libel from Kramer’s record. 18 

          9. The March 9, 2012 Transcript (see fn 11) shows Kramer was incarcerated by INSTANT JUDGE for 

refusing coercion to conceal corruption and ineptitude in the Judicial Branch, State Bar and Commission on 

Judicial Performance aiding KELMAN with continuance of fraud in insurer claims handing practices and toxic 

torts, nationwide. She refused to apologize for being framed for libel with actual malice, impacting public health 

and was sent to jail. From the transcript of March 9, 2012 

INSTANT JUDGE:.and at our last hearing [sic, February 10th] I was impressed with what is 
characterized as a retraction by Sharon Kramer, a very brief two page document, which will be filed 
with the Court, inviting you to simply say it was not your intention in writing the press release to 
state or imply that Dr. Kelman committed perjury.  It goes on "I do not believe that Dr. 
Kelman committed perjury. I apologize to Dr. Kelman and his colleagues at Veritox, Inc. for 
all statements that I have made that stated or implied otherwise. I sincerely regret any harm 
or damage that I may have caused." All that was necessary was for you to agree to that and we 
wouldn't be here today. But you chose not to, and that's your right, certainly your right, but you leave 
me with absolutely no alternative, and I think you know that: and so therefore, I will be remanding 
you to custody of the Sheriff for five days.  
...................... 
MRS. KRAMER: Your Honor, you're skipping a key point in all of this. I never accused Mr. Kelman 
of committing perjury. My writing is 100 percent correct. Mr. Scheuer and the Courts made it 
look like my writing falsely accused him of lying about taking money for the ACOEM mold 
statement, your Honor. My writing accurately states the money was for the US Chamber of 
Commerce.  
......................... 
MRS. KRAMER: I've saved thousands of lives from this paper. I'll always be proud of this 
paper you're going to put me in jail for. It was the catalyst that caused change. Because I have 
a degree in marketing, I brought it to light how this false concept marketed into policy was harming 
so many. From there the Wall Street Journal went on to write about it. From there I was able to get a 
Federal Government Accountability Office Audit that knocked his clients right out of the Federal 
policy. His client tells in court that it's scientifically proven these illnesses "Could not be." So 
I got a Federal audit and it all started from this paper that you're going to put me in jail for 
that has taken seven years of my life to be framed for libel; it's cost my family everything.  I'll 
always be proud of this paper, and I'll go to jail for it if you want me to, but' I'm not the one who 
accused Mr. Kelman of perjury.  Mr. Scheuer made it look that way, and the court wrote I had 
accused him of lying about being paid for the ACOEM paper, when I didn't. 

INSTANT COURT: You and I both know I don't want you to go to jail. How many times have I said 
that and you acknowledged it. But here's the only question that I'm afraid that we're left with. Is 
today convenient? 

MRS. KRAMER:  Well we have another problem, your Honor: by law you can't order me to jail for 
something that I can't do.  You've got me sentenced to five days in jail for these posts..... the court 

                                                 

18 April 12, 2012 Transcript, JUDGE knows he has no jurisdiction. http://freepdfhosting.com/a52191aa44.pdf 
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SHARON NOONAN KRAMER, PRO PER 

2031 Arborwood Place 
Escondido, CA 92029 
(760) 746-8026 

SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, NORTH DISTRICT 

 
BRUCE J. KELMAN,  
                                                             
                       Plaintiff 

                 v. 

SHARON KRAMER,                               

                     Defendant 

 

CASE NO. 37-2010-00061530-CU-DF-NC 
 
NOTICE TO COURT, INABILITY TO COMPY WITH 
UNLAWFUL ORDER & JUDGMENT OF JANUARY 
19, 2012; & DECLARATION OF SHARON KRAMER 

[Assigned for All Purposes To Hon. Thomas 
Nugent] 

Contempt of Court Sentencing Date 

February 10, 2012, 1:30PM 

This Notice to the Court, which is a matter of public record, may be read online at http://wp.me/plYPz-3iR 

Some pdf links are large and may take several seconds to open.  
I. 

BACKGROUND 

     1. On January 19, 2012, the Honorable Thomas Nugent signed a five page REVISED “ORDER” AND 

JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT for alleged contempt of court by Sharon “KRAMER”. The ORDER contains an 

impossible remedy for the alleged contempt for KRAMER to avoid coercive incarceration. The ORDER may be 

read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/a2de403995.pdf  

     2. The requirement of the ORDER was that by February 6, 2012, KRAMER was to have retracted posts from 

Internet sites that KRAMER does not own. This includes a post she did not make and posts that do not exist -- 

or KRAMER will spend five days in jail.  

    3. The posts by KRAMER and others are regarding litigations that are a matter of public record of “KELMAN 

& GLOBALTOX v. KRAMER” No. D054493 and this case, “KELMAN v. KRAMER,” and their continued adverse 

impact on public health policy and all US courts because actions of the courts involved in the two cases.  

    4. The Internet site owners are refusing to retract all posts regarding the case of “KELMAN & GLOBALTOX v. 

KRAMER” No. D054493 and this case, “KELMAN v. KRAMER,” and their continued adverse impact on public 

health policy and all US courts because actions of the courts involved in these two cases.     

 5.  The ORDER was originally proposed on January 10, 2012; amended and submitted again on January 17, 

2012 by Bruce “KELMAN”s, legal counsel, Keith “SCHEUER”.  
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      6. Although not found on record in the IT Court Case Management System “CCMS”; on January 18, 2012, 

KRAMER submitted an objection to the January 17, 2012 amended ORDER, including objections to omissions 

and misstatements of facts on record and procedural errors. KRAMER”S January 18, 2012 Notice to the Court 

not found in the CCMS may be read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/38b82349b6.pdf The omission of this 

court filing in the CCMS may be viewed at: http://freepdfhosting.com/196437f8ce.pdf 

      7. To reiterate a few of the procedural errors and misstatements of facts/omissions in the ORDER: 

     i.). The ORDER fails to state this is Civil Contempt of Court – not criminal contempt. As stated by 
the Court on December 7, 2011 and read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/aef24c874b.pdf  

 

     ii.) The ORDER falsely states Tracy “SANG”, Esq., is KRAMER’s counsel. SANG has never been 
KRAMER’s counsel. KRAMER has always represented herself, Pro Per. SANG “works for the courts” 
in criminal contempt cases – not civil.  

     iii.) KRAMER lawfully appeared on her own behalf at contempt trial of January 6, 2012 via affidavit. 
KRAMER’S appearance stating reason she did not appear in person because of fear for her safety 
caused by all the uncontroverted evidence of the case that this Court is suppressing may be read 
online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/d4be0bd127.pdf 

    iv.) Contrary to what the transcript of the trial shows, KRAMER is not charged with a misdemeanor 
or criminal contempt of court and she is not mentally incompetent. The transcript of the January 6, 
2012 trial may be read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/6bf98fa946.pdf 

     v.) Contrary to the direction the Court, court employee SANG and plaintiff counsel SCHEUER 
appear to attempt to be headed according to the trial transcript, KRAMER is mentally competent. 
(Attached Hereto As EXHIBIT 1, is the mental status evaluation of KRAMER by Dr. Lorna Swartz, 
January 12, 2012)  Kramer was forced to spend $600 she does not have for the evaluation and 
the mental status report after statements made by SANG and the Court in the trial inferring 
they, SCHEUER and KELMAN would like KRAMER to be found guilty of Criminal Contempt and 
deemed mentally incompetent.  Dr. Swartz’ January 12, 2012 evaluation of KRAMER may be read 
online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/54eaa3ce20.pdf 

     vi.) Contrary to the ORDER, SANG is not KRAMER’s counsel or a mental health professional. She 
did not represent KRAMER in trial and was never sworn in as a witness. Evidence of the Court trying 
to force SANG, who “works for the courts” on KRAMER as her counsel with the assistance of the 
Administration of the Courts “AOC”, on October 21, 2012 for alleged indirect civil contempt, made be 
read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/d4673d19e7.pdf 

    
 vii.) The ORDER fails to state the reason for the $19,343.95 awarded to KELMAN, The Court did not 
state why in trial or at anytime put an explanation in writing. Putative damages cannot be awarded 
without stated reason. The court must find several elements to hold an action frivolous or in bad faith: 
(1) The action must be determined to be without merit; (2) the action is prosecuted for an improper 
motive, including harassment or delay; or (3) the action indisputably has no merit, where any 
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reasonable attorney would agree that the action is totally and completely without merit. Winick Corp. v 
County Sanitation Dist. No. 2 (1986) 185 CA3d 1170, 1176, 230 CR 289. A motion to void an order 
which aids the Court to unlawfully gag a party from writing of prior courts framing a defendant 
for libel while suppressing the evidence the plaintiff committed perjury to establish malice, 
with numerous court documents falsified, is not frivolous by any stretch of the imagination.  

   viii.) CCMS was falsified to state that a Tentative Ruling was issued on October 20, 2011 regarding 
the Motion of KRAMER’s for which KELMAN - for some unstated reason -was awarded $19,343.95 
for KRAMER’s alleged contempt of court. There was no such Tentative Ruling ever issued. The 
falsification of CCMS regarding the Tentative Ruling that was never issued involving the $19,343.95 
may be read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/c8f6cf3647.pdf  The actual non-Tentative issued may 
be read online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/43d7b93b80.pdf 

     ix.) The Court failed to establish that KRAMER violated a lawful court order – one that precludes 
her ability to write five words for which the Court’s case file undeniably provide direct 
evidence KRAMER was framed for libel with actual malice by prior courts; with numerous court 
documents and CCMS entries falsified of judgments never entered, lien placed on KRAMER’s 
property, who prevailed in trial, who was awarded costs, etc. in KELMAN & GLOBALTOX v. 
KRAMER. KRAMER’s Declaration in support of MOTION TO NULLIFY VOID ORDER may be read 
online at: http://freepdfhosting.com/8db56e704d.pdf Two examples of falsified court documents from 
the prior case as found and suppressed in this Court’s case file may be read online at: 
http://freepdfhosting.com/44d413025b.pdf  and http://freepdfhosting.com/12a0b4f0c3.pdf  

      x.) The Court failed to address prior to trial, KRAMER’s evidence that she had not violated a lawful 
court order establishing that the Court had jurisdiction to hold the December 6, 2012 Contempt of 
Court hearing. KRAMER’S ExParte Motion to stop the trial and oral arguments of December 5, 2012 
with this Court stating that this would be addressed the next day before trial, may be read online at: 
http://freepdfhosting.com/b8f3113096.pdf and http://freepdfhosting.com/78510c742a.pdf 

     8. With regard to KRAMER’s impending incarceration for inability to perform tasks stipulated in the 
unlawful REVISED ORDER & JUDGMENT FOR CONTEMPT it states in relevant parts: 
“In the courts of the proceedings in the case of Kelman v. Kramer, 37-2010-00061530-CU-DF-
NC, this Court issued a preliminary injunction, filed on May 2, 2011, enjoining Defendant and 
Contemner Sharon Kramer from republishing a statement that had been found to be libelous in 
an action title Kelman v. Kramer, San Diego Superior Court case no. GIN044539. In relevant 
part, the preliminary injunction provided:  

IT IS HEREBY ORDER that, during the pendency of this action, defendant Sharon 
Kramer is enjoined and restrained from stating, repeating or publishing by any means 
whatsoever, the following statement: ‘Dr. Kelman altered his under oath statements on 
the witness stand’ while he testified as an [ sic, professional toxic tort defense] witness in a 
trial in Oregon.’ 

Contemner, with full knowledge of the preliminary injunction, republished the defamatory 
statement  by posting it [sic letters sent to the Chief Justice and Judicial Council Members on 
September 11, 2011 seeking help to stop court, SCHEUER and KELMAN harassment 
http://freepdfhosting.com/65495fd522.pdf] on the Internet (i) on the Katy’s Exposure website on 
September 13, 2011[sic KRAMER’s direct evidence that was sent to the Chief Justice of the 
California Supreme Court, et. al., and placed on the Internet of who, how and why within the CA 
courts framed a defendant for libel with actual malice for the statement, suppressed the evidence that 
the plaintiff committed perjury to establish reason for malice; falsified court documents, falsified CCMS 



PROOF OF SERVICE 

1013(a) CCP Revised 7/17/07 

State of California,  

North San Diego County 

Superior Court, Department 30 

Case No. 37-2010-00061530-CU-DF-NC 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA           ) 

                                                       )                 ss. 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO          ) 

                                                 

               I am employed in the County of San Diego, State of California.  I am over the 

age of 18 and not a party to this action; my business address is 2031 Arborwood Place, 

Escondido, CA 92029 and my mailing address is the same. 

 

      On June 5, 2012, I served the following document (s) described as  
 
NOTICE TO COURT, I AM NOT APPEARING BEFORE YOU AGAIN. 
YOU ARE A LIAR AND ACRIMINAL AND I FEAR FOR MY LIFE 
BECAUSE OF IT (Short Title “Notice To Court”) 
 

by personal service on Judge Thomas P. Nugent 

                                     325 S. Melrose Drive 

                                     North San Diego Superior Court Department 30 

                                     Vista, California 92081 

 

.The Notice To Court will be personally served on DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
DUMANIS, SHERIFF GORE, PUBLIC DEFENDER COKER, PRESIDING 

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE TRENTACOSTA, CLERK OF COURT RODDY, 

PRESIDING APPELLATE JUSTICE MCCONNELL at their respective offices in San 

Diego, California & mailed to the COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE 

CHAIRMAN; STATE BAR PRESIDENT; ATTORNEY GENERAL HARRIS; & 

GOVERNOR BROWN.  

 
Keith SCHEUER will be notified electronically.  

 

Executed on June 5, 2012 at Escondido, California 

 

            I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

above is true and correct.                               

                                                                       
                                                                                                  Michael Kramer 

 

    


